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Preface

The Bhagavad Gītā, a philosophical poem par excellence, has been extolled as “the
scripture of scriptures” within the corpus of Indian spiritual texts. Its unusual battlefield setting, highly practical orientation, and deep philosophical import have
endeared it to people from all walks of life looking for guidance in both the sacred
and secular realms. While there are many books that aspire to present spiritual truths
in practical terms, perhaps, there is no other book which presents such an integral
vision of attaining the ultimate purpose of life (moks. a or liberation) while fully
engaged in the activities of life.
The Bhagavad Gītā is as pertinent in the boardrooms of the twenty-first century
as it was on the battlefields of ancient times. Within the compass of eighteen
dynamic chapters, it unfolds the whole spectacle of human drama full of challenges
met, fights won, and freedom attained. It teaches us how to emerge from a state of
utter apathy, gloom, sorrow, and dejection to a state of perfect engagement, understanding, clarity, wisdom, renewed strength, and triumph. The Bhagavad Gītā (a
part of the great Indian epic—the Mahābhārata) can be approached as a powerful
tool for management and as a catalyst for organizational transformation. It teaches
us how to harmonize the needs of the individual with the needs of society, and by
extension, how to harmonize the needs of employees and the organization. It
employs an inside-out leadership development approach based on self-knowledge
and self-mastery, the two highly important areas for practicing true self-leadership.
It is a nonsectarian spiritual text with a universal message.
The Gītā contains timeless management and leadership lessons for the contemporary organizations. Modern leadership concepts such as vision, motivation and
empowerment, self-awareness, self-mastery, excellence in work, importance of
ethical means in achieving righteous ends, attaining meaning and fulfillment at
work, service before self, and well-being of all beings are all lucidly discussed in
the Bhagavad Gītā. Likewise, many contemporary leadership constructs such as
authentic leadership, servant leadership, and values-based leadership were already
discussed, albeit notionally, in the Bhagavad Gītā thousands of years ago. The message of the Gītā fosters holistic development of human personality within all of its
dimensions (physical-psychological, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual) by providing guidance about the three essential spiritual practices: “training the mind,”
“transforming the passions,” and “guarding the heart.”
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Preface

The Bhagavad Gītā teaches that only the knowers of Self are truly wise and ever
free from grief. It removes sorrow by removing the self-ignorance that is causing it.
According to the Gītā, all our existential problems ultimately stem from self-
ignorance—not knowing who we truly are. The Gītā teaches that one who acts with
knowledge and devotion, without desire and unattached, is liberated already.
Therefore, by all our seeking, let us seek Self-Knowledge.
The Gītā says that nothing can give you real happiness except your Self (ātmany
evātmanā tus.t.ah.: BG, 2.55).
The Gītā teaches renunciation in action, not renunciation of action. Renounce
desire and attachment, not action, states the most important verse on Karma Yoga in
the Gītā (2.47). It teaches us to let go of the sense of me and mine and work selflessly for the common good. In the Gītā’s view, serving others is serving the Divine.
The sage leader outwardly does all activities like others, inwardly unattached. This
is the essence of Karma Yoga of the Bhagavad Gītā.
Wise leaders do everything without selfish motive, remaining equanimous in
success and failure, pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow—offering their work as a
loving service to the Supreme. They work for the purification of their mind
(ātmaśuddhaye: 5.11) and act with a view to set an example to the masses, so the
unwary do not go astray (3.26). They strive for the well-being of all beings
(sarvabhūtahite: 5.25, 12.4) and for bringing the communities of people together
(lokasam
. graham: 3.20, 3.25). This is the entire teachings of the Gītā on life and
leadership.
Given that all the pronouns used in the Gītā are masculine, the translation of its
verses has retained the masculine pronouns wherever a neutral term was not possible without sounding linguistically awkward. It purely reflects a convention and not
authors’ gender bias. The teachings of the Gītā are equally applicable to men as well
as women.
Few books can be called both “whole” and “holy.” The Gītā is one such book.
Whether one is able to benefit from the great books of humanity depends entirely
upon the intensity and purity of one’s search. Used wisely, they serve as milestones.
They also serve as benchmarks and guard against self-reference and mind’s great
power to delude itself. Acting as mirrors, they are only as good as their reader.
This book presents the contribution of management scholars and practitioners
who have embodied the message of the Gītā in their personal and professional life.
A part of the initiative to bring out this book began when Professor Amar, one of the
editors, along with a number of the authors of this book, organized and presented a
symposium on how to apply the messages of the Bhagavad Gītā to the practice of
management at the 2016 Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management, held in
Anaheim, California, titled “Looking into the Bhagavad Gītā for Managing
Organizations to Become Meaningful.” The interest of the Academy in this ancient
Hindu scripture for redefining management in the twenty-first century encouraged
us to broaden the message by bringing out this book.
For the editors, this book represents continuation and solidification of their lifelong association with the Bhagavad Gītā.
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Professor Dhiman, one of the editors of this book, has completed a translation of
the Gītā into English titled, Sahaja Gītā. He has also conducted several Management
and Leadership Development Programs around the world featuring the Gītā as a
foundational text and has co-organized, moderated, and presented at international
conferences dedicated to the Bhagavad Gītā besides publishing journal articles
regarding its application to management and leadership.
The appreciation for the message of the Bhagavad Gītā of one of the editors of
this book (Professor Amar) increased tremendously when the faculties in his university, Seton Hall University in New Jersey, USA, a Catholic comprehensive research
university with ten colleges and schools, made the Bhagavad Gītā a mandatory reading for all its undergraduate students. They saw universal value in the Gītā that goes
beyond secularism and national boundaries.
In its final form, the book, Managing by the Bhagavad Gītā, has authors who
come from the different parts of the world, with different faiths, and different professions, each of them picking one or some aspects of the Bhagavad Gītā and turning it into a practical lesson for the manager. Our endeavor has been for this book to
come out so that every manager, at any level in the organizational hierarchy, in any
industry, in any country would find something useful that she or he can take to her
or his work and apply it to the job.
We have brought out this book with the understanding to bring the learning of the
Bhagavad Gītā for the benefit of the managers of organizations, as we believe that
the Gītā is so rich that any manager, in any situation, can find messages for use in
almost any aspect of the management function whether it is planning, organizing,
leading, or controlling. One just has to have the sight to see the answers and interpret them to apply in real world situation. On a few management topics such as
leadership, while a lot has already been written and is well covered, there is still a
lot to study and narrate. A number of chapters in this book do it, some in good depth.
However, Bhagavad Gītā also has enough on other management functions, and we
cover them in this book as well.
We take Bhagavad Gītā as a know-all book. It indeed does cover everything,
sacred and secular. We can see reflection of answer to any problem on any subject
in the Bhagavad Gītā. All we need is to be able to understand what we see. It was
with this goal in mind that we invited many well-known management and the
Bhagavad Gītā scholars to write for the sake of our readers what messages they can
get from the Bhagavad Gītā.
We got a lot in response to our call. Several authors and scholars gave us their
interpretations of messages guiding management and leadership functions from the
Bhagavad Gītā. We are sure that managers and leaders will be able to use them in
understanding work, workers, organizational behavior, qualitative analyses, social
and community responsibility, economic environment, and investment management. Nevertheless, we also learned that conveyances and meanings of the Bhagavad
Gītā are so deep that it is impossible to separate theology, philosophy, and spiritualism from the study of the Gītā, no matter how strong the intent. That is why we got
a lot on these subjects and through them we sensed management and leadership
lessons.
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While practical application has driven the effort for this book, we have made sure
that the authenticity of the Gītā and its message remain. We really feel fortunate to
bring together so many scholars and practitioners of the Bhagavad Gītā and business
management in helping us achieve this ambitious goal. We express our sincere gratitude to all of them.
We also thank Springer Publishers, New York City, and its editorial staff for their
assistance in improving the presentation of this work.
Due to the varied specialties of contributors to this work, their opinions or interpretations may not be always in agreement. In addition, to make the discussion rich,
we did not work to create forced unanimity in all statements. Contributors are
responsible for their content.
If the readers find something worthwhile in these pages, the credit goes to our
teachers in life and spirit; nevertheless, we remain responsible for all the errors and
omissions of fact and interpretations.
Burbank, CA, USA
South Orange, NJ, USA 

Satinder Dhiman
A. D. Amar
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Pronunciation/Transliteration Key of Sanskrit
Terms1

Sanskrit is written in a script called Devanāgarī. It is written from left to right.
Sanskrit is perhaps the oldest and the most systematic language in the world.2 Its
vast structure, refined construction, and rhythmic compactness are hard to duplicate
in any translation. For those unfamiliar with Devanāgarī script, and who will nevertheless like to enjoy the efflorescent splendor of the original—albeit in Romanized
version, we provide below the transliteration key using the International Alphabet of
Sanskrit Transliteration (IAST) scheme to denote words written in Devanāgarī
script. IAST is the most widely used key:3

Vowels
अ a—as u in but
ā—as a in father
इ i—as i in pin
ī—as i in police
उ u—as u in full
ū—as u in boot
ऋ r.—as ri in rim
ए e—as e in evade
This Pronunciation/Transliteration Key of Sanskrit Terms has been compiled by Satinder Dhiman.
The great American historian Will Durant (1885–1981) has noted in his book, The Case for
India:“India was the motherland of our race, and Sanskrit the mother of Europe’s languages: she
was the mother of our philosophy; mother, through the Arabs, of much of our mathematics; mother,
through the Buddha, of the ideals embodied in Christianity; mother, through the village community, of self-government and democracy.” Will Durant, The Case for India (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1931), 4. In the footnote to this quote, Will Durant writes that “the first volume of the
author’s Story of Civilization will substantiate this claim.” Highlighting the role of the language in
culture, Rajiv Malhotra avers in his recent book, The Battle for Sanskrit (HarperCollins, India,
2016), that there is no sanskriti (culture) without Sanskrit.
3
In the word document, inserting these diacritical marks (such as ̄ ̣ ̃ ) is quite easy. It can be done
by choosing the “Insert” dropdown menu and using the “symbol” option to insert various diacritics. By saving the “symbol” option on your top menu bar, you can access these marks quite easily
and efficiently.
1
2
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ai—as ai in aisle
ओ o—as o in over
au—as ou in out

Consonants
k—as k in king
kh—as kh in blockhead
g—as g in goal
gh—as gh in log-house
n—as n in noun
c—as ch in chair
ch—as chh in thatch-hut
j—as j in jug
jh—as dgeh in hedgehog
n—as in nut
t.—as t in tongue
t.h—as in anthill
d.—as in dark
d.h—as dh in God-hood
n.—as n in Monday
t—as t in tub
th—as th in thumb
d—as th in then
dh—as theh in breathe
n—as n in nut
p—as p in pan
ph—as ph in phone
b—as b in bed
bh—as bh in abhor
m—as in mother
y—as in yes
r—as in race
l—as in light
v—as v in avert
ś—as sh in sure (short palatal sibilant)
s.—as sh in bush (cerebral sibilant)
s—as s in sun
h—as in hall
l.—as in curl

